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Abstract—Many FPGA designs contain soft IP tightly connected to hard blocks such as on-chip Processor, PCIE or
IOs. Generally, these soft IPs pose significant timing closure
challenges. In this paper, we propose a timing-driven Place
and Route flow based on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT). Its main
advantages over previous SAT-based approaches are its improved
scalability and its timing awareness. We validate our flow using
an IP targeting the emulation market. We demonstrate that our
flow can significantly improve the usable bandwidth of FPGA
IOs. Since the proposed flow is SAT based, the performance does
not depend on specific ways in which more traditional place and
route are usually tuned.
Index Terms—Boolean Satisfiability, SAT, routing, FPGA,
Place and Route.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Higher performance requirements are driving the heterogeneity of modern FPGAs platforms. In particular, the number
of hardened resources has significantly increased in recent generations (processor, PCIE, ILKN, etc). In order to efficiently
use these hard blocks, a number of soft IPs has been developed
and is currently used in many FPGA designs. These interface
soft IPs often contain the most timing critical part of the design
and their timing closure can be particularly challenging.
Traditional Place and Route (PnR) algorithms for modern
FPGAs need to find a trade-off between runtime and Quality
of Results (QoR). As a result, they are subject to two main
sources of sub-optimality. First, Placement and Routing are
run sequentially as two separate steps mostly independent of
each other. Second, Routing is based on iterative algorithms
which are order dependent (their results depend on the order
in which they process the nets).
In contrast, Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) can provide a
framework to solve PnR problems simultaneously. The idea is
to encode the PnR problem into an equivalent SAT problem,
to find a solution with a SAT solver, and to translate it back
to an actual Placement and Routing. Moreover, very efficient
SAT solvers have been developed over the last two decades [1],
[2], [3], [4] and have improved our ability to solve many EDA
problems such as logic optimization [5] and formal verification
[6].
SAT-based routing has a long history of academic publications [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] but its usage in the FPGA
industry has been so far limited, mostly because it suffers
from scalability issues despite the recent progress in SAT

solvers. In addition, the SAT routing formulations published
so far have, to our knowledge, two other limitations: 1) they
are not timing aware and 2) they are incomplete for cyclic
networks (they can accept invalid solutions containing loops).
SAT-based placement has also been investigated in the context
of FPGA [13]. However, we are not aware of any previous
work on SAT-based PnR where both placement and routing
are encoded together into the same formulation. In this paper,
we propose to model a PnR problem as an extended routing
problem with additionnal constraints.
This paper presents two contributions to improve SAT
routing, an efficient algorithm to compute the smallest K
path lengths and an extension of SAT routing formulation to
consider placement as well.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides some background about soft IP for FPGAs and
routing. Section III describes our proposed SAT formulation
for routing problems. Section IV presents an extension of
this formulation for PnR problems. Section V presents an
experimental use case to validate our approach. Section VI
concludes this paper.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Interface with Hard blocks on FPGA platforms
Modern FPGAs are programmable SoCs. They include a
variety of general purpose hardened resources (DSPs, BRAMs,
SERDESs, IOs). More recently, functionalities specific to
certain end-markets (PCIEs, DACs, ADCs, MACs) have also
been hardened. In all these cases, FPGAs continue to provide
significant programmability through flexible interfaces such as
soft memory controllers [14] and PCIE interfaces. Typically,
the timing constraints on these interfaces are quite stringent.
An example of FPGA design using soft IP is illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Design containing soft IPs that connect to Hard blocks
In order to guarantee the timing closure of these soft
IP while avoiding excessive PnR runtime, FPGA tools have

traditionally relied on pre-implemented solutions. However,
given the growing number of parameters under which these
solutions need to be specialized and the proliferation of new
IP, this approach is not sustainable.
If these soft IP are left to be implemented by standard PnR
tools, the probability of timing not being met is quite high.
This is because during the life time of an FPGA architecture,
the delays of resources change. Moreover, different versions
of PnR tools could be tuned slightly differently. In addition,
hard resources have typically a very high pin density (unlike
standard fabric resources such as LUT) and there is no
placement flexibility for either the hard instances or their pins.
The PnR flow presented here guarantees that interface
timing would be met. This flow is general enough to be
used along with traditional PnR. It is immune to various tool
changes that occur periodically.
B. Routing and associated terminology
Routing consists in finding appropriate paths in a network
to connect source and target nodes. The routing resources in
a network and their connections are typically represented by
a directed graph G = (V, E) where the set of vertices V
corresponds to the wires in the network architecture and the
edges E to the switches that connect these nodes. For example,
a simple FPGA interconnect network made of programmable
multiplexers and its abstraction into a directed graph is shown
in Figure 2
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C. Current approaches to FPGA routing
There are two classes of routing algorithms used for FPGA:
• Iterative routing: it is by far the dominant approach,
especially for large networks. These routers try to converge progressively toward a fully routed network. During
each iteration, all the nets are typically ripped-up and rerouted one by one. One of the most popular router in
this category is PathFinder [15]. This greedy approach
is very scalable and gives generally good performances.
However, it does not always converge toward a solution
on a routable network. This convergence problem is
inherent to this class of routing algorithms: they cannot
decide the routability of the given circuit.
• Exhaustive routing: These algorithms, in contrast, explore the entire search space and are, at least in theory,
always able to find a route when one exists or else to
prove that none exists. However, they typically cannot
handle large networks. Two popular examples are SATbased routing [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] and ILP-based
routing [16], [17].
In order to combine the advantages of Iterative and Exhaustive routing, hybrid routers have been proposed [18], [19]. In
[19], it is also proposed to change the interconnect of the
FPGA architecture to make SAT-based routing more efficient.
D. Limitations of Exhaustive routing
•

•
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Fig. 2: Simple interconnect network and its DAG abstraction
A routing problem R is represented by a partial map
R : V → 2V which associates to each source node its
corresponding set of target nodes.
A solution to the routing problem R is a sub-graph of G
which is composed of disjoint trees so that each tree connects
a source to its respective targets. For example, a solution to
the routing problem R = {I2 → O4 : I3 → O1 , O5 , O6 }
under the DAG shown in Fig 2 is shown in Fig 3.
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Lack of scalability: the number of variables and constraints used to encode a routing problem grows rapidly
with the number of nodes of the network and the number
of nets to be routed. As a result, networks with more than
a few thousands nodes and/or a few thousands nets cannot
typically be efficiently routed with these approaches.
Graph cycles: standard SAT or ILP formulations are
typically incomplete for cyclic networks. As a result,
some variable assignments satisfying these constraints do
not correspond to valid routes. One solution is to add
additional constraints to exclude cycles from the valid
solutions, but their number quickly grows with the size
of the Strongly Connected Components (SCC) of the
network. Typical interconnect networks such as the ones
based on mesh topologies have very large SCC.
Quality of results: traditional exhaustive routers do not
provide any way to optimize the delay or the resource
utilization. From the Satisfiability point of view, all
solutions are equally valid regardless of their quality.
This lack of selectivity often leads to sub-optimal routing
solutions.
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Fig. 3: Solution to a Routing Problem

This section presents an efficient timing-driven SAT router
applicable to cyclic networks. It is different from previous
approaches in two aspects. First, we use an incremental flow
to improve both the runtime and the quality of result. Second,
we encode delay values into the Boolean variables to control
the delay and the acyclicity of the paths.

The main reason of using an incremental flow is to model
only the most interesting paths between sources and targets
in the SAT formulation (the ones with shortest delay). This
can dramatically reduce the size of the SAT formulation and
improve the runtime while forcing the solution to be optimal
or close to optimal. However, it requires one to incrementally
augment the set of paths usable by the SAT router until a
solution is found in order to preserve its completeness. Such a
flow is inherently iterative: multiple iterations might be needed
to find a solution and each one models more paths than the
previous one.
In the rest of the section, we first present the incremental
flow followed by our proposed SAT formulation.
A. Incremental flow
An incremental SAT routing flow can be defined as a
process which generates a suite of N related SAT formulas
F1 , ..., FN such that each formula encodes the routing problem
more completely than the previous one. Typically, F1 is
satisfiable if and only if there is a route which uses only
shortest paths between sources and targets. The last formula
FN encodes the full routing problem which means that it is
satisfiable if and only if there exists a route.
After each SAT formula is generated, it is passed to the
SAT solver. If a solution is found, it is translated into a valid
route and the process stops. Otherwise, the next formula is
generated and the process continues.
The exact way in which Fi restricts the routing problem
depends of the SAT formulation but typically, it models only
a subset of the paths between sources and targets.
B. Basic version
In this first version of the incremental flow, the set of paths
between all (source, target) pairs are augmented between two
successive iterations. The formula F1 encodes only the shortest
paths between sources and sinks. The formula F2 encodes
all paths having the two smallest delays between sources and
sinks. More generally, the formula Fk encodes all paths having
the k smallest delays between sources and sinks.
The set of candidate paths is never explicitly enumerated.
It is implicitly encoded into SAT constraints which allows
to represent an exponential number in a concise way. This
is a key difference with iterative algorithms which typically
explore paths one by one.
Figure 4 shows an organigram of the basic algorithm.
A limitation of this basic algorithm is that the generation
of Fi+1 does not depend on the causes of unsatisfiability of
Fi . The paths of all targets are extended even if just a small
portion of them is responsible for the unroutability of Fi . This
lack of selectivity can be detrimental for the runtime as well
as the latency of the route.
C. Using assumptions to control path extension
Incremental SAT solving under assumptions, introduced in
Minisat [4], provides a convenient way to propagate information across a suite of related SAT formulas.
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Fig. 4: Algorithm of the Basic Incremental SAT router

Under this framework, an assumption is a proposition that
holds solely for one specific invocation of the solver [20].
When the SAT solver is called under a set of assumptions,
it either returns a solution satisfying all assumptions or returns
an irredundant set of assumptions that makes the problem
unsatisfiable. In this latter case, we can use the resulting set
of assumptions to build the next SAT formula.
In the context of routing, we propose to create an assumption for each (source, target) pair of the routing problem. This
assumption encodes the property expressing that the source
and the target are connected through a path.
We note critical targets the target nodes corresponding to
the assumptions returned by the SAT solver when the problem
is unsatisfiable.
Whenever the SAT solver returns the set of assumptions
corresponding to Fi , we selectively increase the set of candidate paths only for the corresponding critical targets. This
allows us to better control the size of the next SAT formula
and ensures that the delay budget is increased only between
the (source, target) pairs that really need it.
D. Refined version using assumptions
In this version, we encode the (source, target) pairs with
assumptions to control which ones need to use more paths
after each iteration. The general algorithm of this refined flow
is described in Figure 5.
A significant advantage of this flow is that we can prove the
unroutability of a problem without encoding all paths for all
(source, target) pairs. It is sufficient to encode all paths only
for the critical targets.
For example, if a problem is unroutable because two sources
s1 , s2 must use the same wire to reach their respective targets
t1 , t2 , the refined incremental flow might iteratively returned
t1 , t2 as the set of critical targets until all paths for s1 , t1 and
s2 , t2 are represented in the SAT formula, at which point the
unroutability is guaranteed.
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Fig. 5: Algorithm of the Refined Incremental SAT router

constraints enforce that each node cannot drive more than one
signal while the exclusive delay constraints enforce that each
node cannot propagate the same signal with multiple delays.
The simplest solution is to group both constraints into a
single at-most-one constraint applied on all Boolean variables
related to a given node n. If we follow the standard SAT
encoding for at-most-one constraints, we need one binary
clause for each pair of source nodes s1 , s2 and each pair of
delays d1 , d2 such that either s1 6= s2 or d1 6= d2 :
Ds1 ,n,d1 ∨ Ds2 ,n,d2

(3)

However, there are more concise ways to encode at-mostone constraints using additional variables [21], [22].
F. Computing the K-smallest path delays

E. Timing-driven SAT formulation
This section describes the Boolean variables and constraints
used to build the SAT formulas representing the routing
problems.
We assume that the edges of the routing graph are annotated
with strictly positive delays. The delay of a path between two
nodes is equal to the sum of the delays of the edges of the
path. We note delay(e) the delay of an edge e.
We note T ree(s) the routing tree that connects a source
node s to its target nodes in the routing solution and we note
Delay(s, n) the delay from s to n in the routing solution
for n ∈ T ree(s).
The fan-in (resp. fan-out) nodes of a node n are noted
F I(n) (resp. F O(n)).
1) Boolean variables: We use disjoint sets of Boolean
variables for each source s of the problem to encode the
tree that connects s to its corresponding targets in the routing
solution.
The Boolean variables are denoted Ds,n,d where s is a
source node, n is a node and d is the delay between s and n.
The value of Ds,n,d is set to true if and only if n ∈ T ree(s)
and the delay from s to n is equal to d. Thus, Ds,n,d encodes
the existence of a path between s and n with a delay d.
2) Network connectivity constraints: These constraints express the conditions for a node n 6= s to belong to T ree(s).
They are inductively defined from the input nodes of n:
_
Ds,n,d ⇒
Ds,m,d−delay((m,n))
(1)
m∈F I(n)

3) Problem connectivity constraints: These constraints express the existence of a path between each (source, target) pairs
in the routing solution. For a given source s and corresponding
target t, one of the variables Ds,t,d is true:
_
Ds,t,d
(2)
d∈delays(s,t)

4) Exclusivity constraints: There are two sorts of exclusivity constraints for this formulation, the exclusive resource
and the exclusive delay constraints. The exclusive resource

In this section, we describe an efficient algorithm to compute the K-smallest path delays. In other words, given a source
node s, the algorithm computes for each node n the K-smallest
delays of all paths between s and n. This data is used to create
the Boolean variables of the timing-driven SAT formulation.
The algorithm returns an ordered list of at most K delay
values for each node, which is represented as a map: V → N ∗ .
It can be seen as an extension of Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm [23]. We process the delays by increasing order
starting from 0 at the source and use a min Heap data-structure
to store the current delays and efficently retrieve the smallest
one. In addition, each delay d is associated with the set of
nodes that are connected to s by a path of delay d.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to compute the K-smallest path delays
Input: A graph: G = (V, E)
Input: A source node: s ∈ V
Input: A positive integer: K
Output: A map from V to an ordered delay list
1: function SMALLEST D ELAYS (G, s, K)
2:
create a min-Heap of int: Q
3:
create map from int to vertex set: H
4:
create map from vertex to list of int: T
5:
H[0] ← {s}
6:
Q.push(0)
7:
while Q.size() > 0 do
8:
d ← Q.pop()
9:
for n ∈ H[d] do
10:
if T [n].size() >= K then
11:
continue
12:
end if
13:
T [n].push(d)
14:
for m ∈ F O(n) do
15:
H[d + dly(n, m)].add(m)
16:
Q.push(d + dly(n, m))
17:
end for
18:
end for
19:
end while
20:
return T
21: end function

The delay table T computed by the algorithm provides an
implicit representation of the shortest paths between a source
s and all other nodes. In particular, given a node n and a delay
d, we can compute in linear time a path of delay d between s
and n by backtracking from n using T as a guide. However,
the path might not be a simple path (it might contain loops).
Some of the delays computed by the algorithm might not
correspond to any simple path. In theory, filtering these delays
is NP-complete. In practice, we can use a SAT solver to check
the existence of a simple path between two nodes with a given
delay by encoding it as a routing problem with a single source
and target and a fixed delay constraint. We have tested this
SAT-based filtering method and have found that, although it
is efficient in practice, it is not very helpful because not many
delays are found to be useless.
The complexity of the algorithm is O(K ×E ×log(K ×V )).
Each node is processed at most K times. When a node is
processed (line 10-17), its fanout edges are traversed (line 1417) so each edge is processed at most K times as well. The
K × E factor accounts for the number of edge processed and
the log(K × V ) accounts for the time required to process an
edge (one access to H and one potential extra delay stored in
Q).

For example, Figure 6 shows a simple physical network and
its associated routing graph. Figure 7 shows a logical network
with two nets and the associated PnR network built from the
logical and physical networks.

IV. EXTENDING SAT ROUTER FOR P N R

Fig. 7: A logical network and its PnR abstraction under the
previous physical network

In this section, we present a method to encode PnR problems into routing problems. A PnR problem has two inputs:
the physical network representing the hardware and the logical
network representing the netlist to be placed and routed on the
hardware.
We propose to combine the physical network and the logical
network into a single PnR network in such a way that any legal
route on the PnR network encodes both a legal placement and
legal routing. However, additional constraints other than the
one strictly needed for routing are typically required.
The steps to build the PnR network are described below:
1) Build the routing graph of the physical network as
described in II-B. The nodes of the routing graph are
called the physical nodes.
2) Add a new node for each pin of the logical network. We
designed these nodes as the logical nodes.
3) Connect the logical nodes to the physical nodes in the
following way. For each logical node corresponding to
an output pin, add outgoing edges to all physical nodes
it can be mapped to. Similarly, for each logical node
corresponding to an input pin, add incoming edges from
all physical nodes it can be mapped to.
The sources and targets of the PnR problem are given by the
nets of the logical network. For each net of the logical network
with driver d (output pin) and loads l1 , l2 , ..., ln (input pins),
the logical node of d is a source and its targets are the logical
nodes of l1 , l2 , ..., ln .
A legal routing solution of the PnR network contains both
placement and routing information. The placement of a pin of
the logical network is given by the physical node it is directly
connected to.

Fig. 6: A physical network and its abstraction into a DAG

For example, a legal solution of the PnR network of Figure 7
is given by the two paths (D1 , O2 , I2 , L1 ) and (D2 , O1 , I1 , L2 )
which place D1 on O2 , D2 on O1 , L1 on I2 and L2 on I1 .
In order to have a consistent placement, any logical pin
must have a unique placement which can be enforced by the
additional constraint that any logical node must be connected
to a unique physical node (we forbid instance replications).
Another additional constraint required to handle instances
with multiple pins is that two pins of the logical network
are mapped to the same physical instance if and only if they
belong to the same logical instance. This constraint is easy to
encode and do not typically add any significant runtime.
Without this last constraint, the two paths (D1 , O2 , I2 , L1 )
and (D2 , O1 , I3 , L2 ) placing the logical pins L1 and L2 on
two different physical LUTs would be a legal solution.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We have tested the impact of the proposed SAT PnR flow
on an experimental design targeting the emulation market.
We have used a Xilinx UltraScale device xcvu065-ffvc15171-i [24] for this experiment and our SAT PnR uses the SAT
solver MiniSat2.2 (available at http://www.minisat.se).
In Xilinx architectures, the Configurable Logic Block (CLB)
is the main resource for implementing general-purpose combinatorial and sequential circuits. In UltraScale devices, each
CLB contains 8 6-input Look-up Table (LUT) and 16 FFs.
A. FPGA designs for emulation and prototyping
FPGAs are used extensively in emulation and prototyping
platforms. The designs that are being emulated or prototyped

typically run at very low frequencies - 10-100 MHz compared
to other FPGA designs. A large user design (DUT) is typically
partitioned across several FPGAs. However, partitioning a
design across multiple FPGAs results in far more nets cut
across FPGAs than IOs available on each FPGA. Since the
user design operates at a frequency far lower than the IO
is capable of, multiple partitioned nets are time multiplexed
over a single physical IO. As a result, the FPGA is able to
provide orders of magnitude more virtual IOs than physical
IOs. The exact nature of multiplexing is not known apriori
(which nets are multiplexed together, how many user signals
are multiplexed together in one IO, which physical IO serves
as inputs and which as outputs). Even though the user design
runs at a low frequency, the pin mux logic has very tough
timing constraints. One wishes to utilize as much of the IO
bandwidth as possible, which in this case translates to being
able to multiplex as many signals together and still being able
to run at a high frequency. The frequency at which we can
operate a pin mux depends on how many signals are muxed
together. If we mux several signals together, the DUT will
have more virtual IOs but we may not be able to utilize
the entire bandwidth of the physical IOs, impacting system
performance. Hence it is imperative that the pin mux logic
operates at as high frequency as possible regardless of the
exact size of muxing used.
The timing requirements for the interface IP - pin muxing,
are very stringent. Traditional tools have a tough time meeting
timing on these IPs consistently. The exact configurations in
which the IP is instantiated is only discovered at instantiation.
Each instance of the IP interacts very heavily with neighboring
instances. As a result, computing offline a set of optimal
implementations that is then instantiated based on the problem
at hand is not feasible. Finally, notice that the pin muxing
logic is part of the infrastructure of support for emulation
style designs. As such, it is not part of the user design. Timing
failure in the infrastructure portion of the design is much more
disruptive than a failure to meet timing on the user design.
B. Experimental design
We consider a design where each IO is driven by two 48:1
mux from the fabric as shown in Figure 8a. Each 48:1 mux is
assumed to be implemented using the one hot encoding of the
select signals described in [25]. We assume that each physical
IO can be driven by two such muxes, giving an effective
muxing of 96:1 per IO.
As shown in 8b, each such mux fits in a height of two
CLBs. We have 16 LUT6s and 32 FFs in this structure. Half
the inputs are driven by the mux selects and the other half are
driven by the data signals. Since two 48:1 muxes drive each
physical IO, we assume that a 2 × 2 region in the fabric is
used to implement the muxes driving one physical IO. Over a
height of 60 tiles, we place 24 such 2×2 structures. Our design
is made of 5 × 2 atomic tiles containing two such structures
and two empty CLBs. Figure 9 shows the placement for one
2 × 2 structure. The same structure is repeated 12 times over
the height of one IO bank.

(a) Two 48:1 muxes

(b) One 48:1 mux

Fig. 8: Mux structures for Pin Muxing

Fig. 9: Two 48:1 mux placement

C. Vivado results
We ran Vivado under different strategies to get as good a
performance on this design as possible. Even though implementation using multiple strategies is a common timing closure practice for designs, it is worth noting that this technique
is not feasible for emulation designs. We follow this practice
only for demonstration purposes. For production systems it is
not permissible for a design not to close timing on the pin mux
portion. Given that the user design is partitioned over several
FPGAs, debugging and correcting timing failures on the pin
mux design is not possible for a typical user. In practice, one
uses a small enough mux size to guarantee timing closure. In
summary, for emulation designs, users sacrifice some of the
performance for guaranteed timing closure. Figure 10 shows
the frequency achieved across different implementations.
In contrast, the frequency achieved using the SAT based
placement and routing was 634Mhz. Note that Vivado was
able to beat SAT based flow results for a couple of attempts.
SAT flow on the other hand does not depend on various
parameter settings and so is able to consistently achieve pretty
close to the best possible frequency. Secondly, the run time
for Vivado based implementation is several times longer than
the SAT based flow for this case. Intuitively, this makes
sense since achieving legally routed solution let alone a high
frequency solution for this problem is hard. Placers make
some assumptions about both how fast a connection could be
made and how many such connections could be made. Since
routers work by routing one connection at a time, assumptions

delay model is used to formulate the problem but reported
frequency numbers use the exact and accurate delay model.
In practice, we do not have yet a simple way to commit the
routing solution found by SAT PnR into Vivado. Therefore, we
have only committed the placement of the critical FFs and let
Vivado place the non-critical FFs and reroute the full design.
This strategy is not optimal since Vivado do not always find the
same route as SAT. We are planning to address this limitation
in the near future.

Fig. 10: Frequency Achieved By Vivado Across Several Runs

on achievable delay made by the placers are sometimes not
realized during routing.
In practice, given the probability of achieving the maximum
possible frequency is very low using traditional techniques,
users would pick a much lower frequency than achievable to
guarantee timing closure across all the several FPGAs. On
the other hand, within a few minutes, one could easily predict
and constructively demonstrate the achievable frequency using
SAT based techniques. As a result, more of the FPGA physical
IO bandwidth can be harnessed and more user IOs virtualized
over the same FPGA using SAT based PnR.
D. SAT PnR problem statement and results
Our experimental design is made of identical tiles of 5 CLBs
high, each one containing four 48:1 muxes. The PnR of the
entire design can be done by placing and routing one such tile
using only its local resources and duplicating the same solution
on all the other ones. Moreover, since the timing constraint for
the data input pin can be easily met, the problem that we need
to solve is to place and route all the FFs driving the select lines
of the muxes.
We used a region around a 5 × 2 tile containing 30 CLBs,
240 LUTs and 480 FFs for the SAT PnR problem. The problem
itself has 96 sources (one for each FF driving a selector of two
muxes) and 96∗2 = 188 sinks since each source net is driving
a selector of two muxes. We modeled 408 possible locations
for each FF of the PnR problem (72 locations are unavailable
because of the mux placement). A 6 × 6 crossbar was added
to every LUT to model LUT input pin swappability. Finally,
we exclude all routing resources not strictly contained in the
region in order to guarantee that the solution can be duplicated
on the neighboring tiles without any overlap.
The routes used by SAT based PnR depend on the delay
used for each resource. In practice, however, the exact values
of the delays are not that important. That is, minor differences
in the delay of individual resources do not cause significant
perturbation in the routed solution. The exact delay of each
resource and subsequently the maximum frequency each solution can operate at depends on the exact resource delays. As a
result we use a very simple delay model for each resource. The
delays are roughly proportional to their actual delays. Each
LUT input delay is also similarly modeled. The approximate

The PnR graph has 6371 nodes. The total runtime to solve
the SAT PnR problem is 524 seconds. The number of variables
to encode the PnR problem is initially 12553 when only
the shortest paths are modeled. However, since the design is
significantly congested, the set of modeled paths is augmented
40 times before a solution is found and the final number of
variables is 1227019.
The runtime of our SAT PnR flow still needs to be improved
for productization. Currently, our flow struggles on highly
congested designs. This is because when long detours are
required for some of the paths, SAT PnR is forced to model
a significant part of all paths of that length which, in turn,
requires the usage of many variables and clauses. Techniques
to carefully filter the portion of the graph under consideration
can help address this issue. In addition, we have modeled in
SAT PnR all 408 legal locations for all critical FFs. This is
the simplest solution but it is hard to handle for SAT. Simple
heuristics to restrict the placement the FF near its targets will
lead to significant runtime reduction.
Finally, it might be worth extending SAT solvers to better
handle PnR problems, an idea already proposed for detailed
placement in [13]. In particular, SAT solvers are known to
be inefficient in proving the unsatisfiability of problems with
cardinality constraints such as pigeonhole [26], and there are
many similarities between pigeonhole and routing formulation.
In fact, the SAT encoding of routing N unicast signals through
a N ×(N −1) crossbar connected to a (N −1)×N crossbar is
isomorphic to the SAT encoding of pigeonhole for N pigeon
and (N − 1) holes.
Overall, we are encouraged by our first attempt to improve
performance on highly congested design but more work is
needed to productize our approach.

VI. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described an efficient timing-driven
SAT router and an extension to simultaneously handle placement and routing. We also show how this could be used
to significantly improve the achievable frequency on FPGA
designs. Although significant challenges continue to remain
for general purpose application of these techniques, they show
promise in an increasingly large class of designs.
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